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PRESENTATION

The Healthy Housing workshop is placed inside the coorperation-frame, 
established between the University of Alicante, the Hogeschool van 
Amsterdam and the Beuth Hochschule fur technik Berlin.

Marjal Foundation is founder of this workshop and because of its success 
and its importance, it has become a chair for Professor Antonio Galiano 
Garrigós at the University of Alicante.

The workshop aims are the exchange of knowledge between universities 
inside the architectural reflexion at every scale.

In order to improve the exchanging process and to help students to 
understand the meaning of healthy housing and sustainability, teachers 
from the participating universities will explain the theme, conditions and 
cultural aspects for the workshop.

For students to share knowledge, the idea is to have them work in 
international teams. The aim of the workshop is to provide students a 
multidisciplinary focus in order to face the designing phase of a building.

Teachers from every knowledge area, which are teaching in Architecture, 
will be participating at the workshop. The different point of views will allow 
the students to understand how important the different opinions are and 
how difficult the election between them is.

All the different existing possibilities for designing a healthy/sustainable 
building must be used by the students in order to solve their project.

Every year, the workshop ends with a final session at the university of 
Alicante where only excellent Spanish, Dutch and German students together 
with the complete teaching staff will meet each other to share experiences.

The finality of the Workshop is facing the development of a building from 
a global point of view in the surroundings of Alicante, that is as well as 
healthy as sustainable by using passive designing methods.

Students received the importance of a interdisciplinary relationship in the 
practice of Architecture faced to a divided educational structure.

Rene Leene
Hogeschool van Amsterdam
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THE COMPETITION

OBJECTIVES

The Healthy Housing Awards are focused on research in the field of 
sustainable and healthy architecture looking for people comfort by designing 
constructions integrated in the landscape with a balanced relation between 
the environment and technology. The development of innovative approaches 
within this field is the main purpose of these awards. The integration of 
simulation tools for designing the buildings, following the European directives, 
has become one of the most demanded requirements while developing a 
project. 

 
REQUIREMENTS

The influence of the location in the final design of the building makes 
the Healthy Awards require projects to be sited on special locations. Views, 
orientation or proximity to special environments could be the factors that 
condition the choice of the and the building designed.

The project will consist on designing a single-family detached house inside 
a plot of 800m2. The project must design the plot completely so the garden 
must be an essential part of the project and complementary uses, as a 
swimming pool, can be introduced. 

The social group to whom the project must be addressed are European 
residents that use these houses for long periods, as a summer house for 
example, and it must be sufficiently flexible for receiving visits from familiars 
during the year.

The built area for the detached houses must be around 200 m2. Flexibility of 
space and the possibility of adapting the house to the different requirements 
that the family could have, during the year or in the number of users 
throughout the year is an essential consideration. 

 Integration in the landscape, low energy measures and healthy solutions 
are mandatory. 





 Gardening and water facilities can be a design tool inside the project 
towards sustainable and technological solutions.

   Alternatively the proposal could be a fiteen houses complex where the 
plot for each house is 800m2.

Due to the international aim of this competition, all the proposals must be 
written in English.

BUILDING MINIMUM PROGRAM

The minimum program for the dwelling is as follows: 
Single-family detached house:
· Maximum plot area: 800m2

· Maximum built area: 200m2

Minimum Program as flexible spaces: 
· Living room
· Kitchen
· Bathroom(s)
· Bedroom(s)

· Working place

PARTICIPANT TEAM CHARACTERISTICS

Participants must work as a team, with a minimum of two members. 
Proposals developed by students working individually will not be accepted.

 Teams will consist on the following members:
1. At least one student of Architecture.
2.The participation of students from Technical Architecture, Civil Engineering 

or Building Engineering degrees will be specially considered.
3.Students from other specialities such as Informatics, Chemistry, 

Financial Studies, Sociology or Telecommunications can be accepted but 
this option is totally elective.

Consultations done to specialists of these fields will be specially considered.
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THE COMPETITION:

DOCUMENTS TO SUBMIT
The documents to present will consist on all the descriptive part of the 

architectural project: location floor plan, plot plan, different level of floor 
plans, elevations, sections and perspectives.

Documents from the constructive part of the project, which justify the 
influence of the simulation tools in the process of designing the house, must 
be developed. 

The following constructive documents will be needed:
· Constructive sections, defining façade and roof typology. 
· Energetic Efficiency.
· Efficient water use.
· Life Costing Cycle Analysis of materials and building techniques.
· Domotics applied to sustainability.
Other documents not listed above can be included in the proposal.

All the documents needed to explain the proposal must be gathered in 
a maximum of three A1 panels fixed on a rigid support. A model will be 
specially considered.

PRIZES

Two categories of prices are defined:
a. One prize of 1.000 € and a diploma to the project that better reflects 

design, construction and sustainability.  
b. Four prizes of 500 € plus a diploma for the best four finalist projects to 

be elected among the projects presented by the other four universities, 
one from each participating university.

Projects intellectual property will belong to the authors. If the International 
Marjal Healthy Chair or Fundación Marjal would like to use any idea defined 
in the winning proposal or any other, in whole or in part, it will be always 
used under permission of the authors, signing an agreement, where the 
economic bases and responsibilities assumed by the team will be set out.





JURY

One professor from the participant institutions, Beuth Hoghschule für 
Technik Berlin, Hogeschool van Amsterdam, Universidad de Alicante and the 
Head of Marjal Foundation, will integrate the jury.

The jury will evaluate and remark those projects that can relate best the 
design and the level of sustainability, among others.

FINAL WORKSHOP

The participants will be awarded in Alicante in July 2013 within a public and 
institutional ceremony organized by the International Healthy Chair of the 
University of Alicante.

An international workshop will be organized prior to the ceremony where 
the acquired experiences during the project developments will be shared 
within the participants.
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EWALTS, Lynn

SAVIO JOBIN PINHEIRO, Pedro
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DEKKER, Eileen
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HESTERMAN, Wouter 
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EWALTS, Lynn
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GAMMRATH, Lisa

HECK, Felix

MISCHKE, Robert

KARNETZKI, Marta

SÜNDER, Frank

KAUFMANN, Julia

ZIMMERMANN, Linda



GREEN WINEHOUSE.
//MENTION

GÓMEZ LLOBELL, Belén

JONES, Dudley

BUE MAALI, Clement
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Our PLOT

River

Highway

Trainrail

Plot

Urban settlement

Industrial area

# Elements of the territory #

Why  this  place?

An image is worth a 
thousand words...

*                 CLOSE TO URBAN
EASY SERVICES AND FACILITIES

*          AT THE RURAL AREA
EASY GREEN AND CALM

*                 EASY BY CAR

*                 EASY BY bike

*                 EASY BY train

*                 LIVING OUTSIDE...
NICE WEATHER

BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPE...

{1} Location

{0} Ecohouse

Users
Flexible

Materials Tradition

Contemporanity

Activities

Dudley Jones,  Clement Bue Maali and Belen Gomez Llobell                      GreenWineHouse [1]

family

room mates

young couple

single
north european old couple

agriculture

ibicean house

pond 

canopy

rocks

hay

wood cyclopean foundation

gabions

gravel

tourism
home

remote job

Constructive system

Reusable

Recycable

Profitable

Wise

Bioclimatic system

Cooling system

Heating system
Modules

Outside dwelling
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Dudley Jones,  Clement Bue Maali and Belen Gomez Llobell                      GreenWineHouse [2]

{2} Strategies of design

*                 WINTER IS COMING...but this time 
we will need  LESS ENERGY

*                 SUMMER IS COMING...but this time 
we will live  OUTSIDE

By the division of the different spaces of the house in:
 
 # Permanent Living spaces_Warm space 
 #Temporary  Living spaces _Semiwarm space 
 #Non Living spaces_Cold space 

Floor plan areas

By the extension of the living spaces of the house in:
 

*                WINE IS ALL AROUND...the house is more 
than just a dwelling but a extension of the field

The winery appears in two ways:
 
 # Ground winery _650 sqm_Grape production/year 380.25 kg
 #Wniery canopy_100 sqm _Grape production/year 40 kg 
     =  Production around 80 boxes a year

Floor plan outside space

DATA OF ENERGY NEED IN HARD DAYS

*                 +/-8000WH EVERY DAY
NORMAL HOUSE

*                 +/-2000WH EVERY DAY
+1500W H  (IF IT IS FULL OF PEOPLE)

PUZZLE GREENWINEHOUSE

It consumes 1/4  of the energy of a normal house!

Winery continues through the dwellingSection AA’

Scale 1:75

Floor plan

Section BB’

b a

b’

a’





Dudley Jones,  Clement Bue Maali and Belen Gomez Llobell                      GreenWineHouse [3]

*    BIOCLIMATIC SYSTEM...ecological but wise  
LEARNIGN from the NEW and the OLD

From the new the technologies that are developing with new materials:
 
 # Wall section_dry elements
 #Window frame apart_from the dwelling 

From the old the traditional elements of construction and design but with 
a different point of view:
 # Canopy for creating shadow_NOW! it gives grapes too
 # Grape storage_NOW! its the exchange space of the house
 # Porche (like the ibicean houses)_NOW! its more than a part of   
 the dwelling,
 # Wind flows_NOW! its one of the most important elements!

Floor plan of the wind:

*    SIMPLE, FLEXIBLE, RECYCLABLE, 
REUSABLE AND MOVABLE...

 the system of the healthy constructive system

The idea of  simplicity and flexibility is essential, be-
cause, allows..

 #To keep great level of maintanance the idea is that the house can 
be repared easy by any user.
 #To change the use, or is it is not ncessary anymore, canbe disol-
ved and the material can be used in any other thing

The materials recyclable and reusable are one of the 
main tools for achiving this.

 #Novelda stones _the 60% of the sotnes is lost in the production   
 GabionsGood and cheap way.
 #Wood as the structural material that produces less CO2
 #HayGood material for Thermal isolation, came from other   
 uses and produces  less CO2 than the rest of TI

To be movable is also a request because makes easier and cheaper 
its construction  In order to achieve that, the house is divided in 3 or 4 
parts acording to the construcrtion.

Section CC’

3d of  the structure

Section DD’

Living room_Sweet memories playing with the family Dining room_Great moments with grandma’s meal

Bed room_The dor of the playground

Grape 
plant for 
canopy

Grape 
plant for 
ground

Climatic 
glass

Wood 
aluminium 
frame

Gavions Thermal 
insolation 
Hay

Cyclopean 
foundation

Plaster 
board

Steel  net Plywood
Waterproof  
sheet for the 
keyjunction

Crushed 
stone

Metallic 
sheet

Metallic 
drain

Plywood

Inside structure

Outside structure

Insideout structure

Walls

c

d

c’

d’

the living room 
perfect equilibrium between
 cold, hot an d wind

Main wind from East to West





THE WATERYARD HOUSE.

FLORES RODRIGUEZ, Jorge

GIL LÓPEZ, David Josue

NICKL, Celine

AKARCALI, Gül Ziba
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CASA ORITO.

VIZZI, Fabrizzio

VÁZQUEZ LÓPEZ, Marina

ARAK, Elif
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REHOUSE.

VAN DER HOFSTADT, Ana

WILSON, Christofer

ARMERO DIAZ, Concepción Olaya
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HEARTH HOUSE.

URBÁN MARTÍNEZ, Javier

VICENTE UCLÉS, José Ramón

GLUDER, Stefan
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FLEXI-HOUSING.

LOPEZ SAEZ, Noemi

REIG VILA, Sabela

HANSEN, Lasse 
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A PATIO WITH A HOUSE.

KLING, Konrad

PALAU PALACIO, Sandra

EGÍO PÉREZ, Rocío
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CASA XIXONA.
//MENTION

EWALTS, Lynn

HESTERMAN, Wouter

BERG, Sven

JOBIM PINHEIRO, Pedro

WESSELIUS, Devin
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DOUBLE ROOF HOUSE.

VERHOEVEN, Wesley

SPEETS, Malou
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SHIFTING WALLS.

CANDIDO, Lucas

MUTLU, Orçun

WEEL, Dex

BATENBURG, Rowdy
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MOOREN, Annabel

SCHMITZ, Benno

VIARO CORREA, Joao

DEKKER, Eileen

WITSCHGE, Ruby
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1 2 5KM

ALICANTEASPE

NOVELDA

LA ROMANA

ALGUENA

LA SOLARA

LA SOLARA

MORORTE DEL CID

LOCATION

VIEW

WIND
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PLOT HEIGHT

WIND

WIND PULL

TWIST

EAST WINDLESS
ENTRANCE

CAR ROOF

WEST WINDLESS









WESSELIUS, Devin

BERG, Sven

Alvaro Siza, Tolo House Lele, Hospital Sarah Renzo Piano, PUnta Nave

JOBIM PINHEIRO, Pedro Savio 

HESTERMAN, Wouter

EWALTS, Lynn 
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Bedroom

Bathroom

Bathroom

Study

Storage

Living room TerraceKitchenToilet





INTERIOR TERRACE.
//1st PRICE

ZIMMERMANN, Linda

KAUFMANN, Julia
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ATRIUM HOUSE.
//MENTION

MISCHKE, Robert

HECK, Felix
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LIVING OUTSIDE, INSIDE.
//MENTION

SÜNDER, Frank

KARNETZKI, Marta
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GAMMRATH, Lisa

SHADE HOUSE.
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